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Th« proqrae of resoarch, on tho spectral analysis of 
multiply icmizsd dtoms, startod at Aligarii in mv&mbQi 1969* 
««hon {^aghtai Joined ths Physics Departmont of Aligazh Muslin 
Uhivarsity, Aligarh, U.P. (India). 3y that time, he had 
reported analyses of resonance transitions for nine spectra 
of Zr, m and tiOt that ur& isoeloctronic t3.ith ICr X, 3r I and 
Se Z - five of than for tho first time, "Hitit work was carried 
out with the help of spoctrograias recorded in orsay and the 
theorotical oooiputation of H.D. Coivan (1.03 <aamoa, U.3.A*), 
Very l i t t l e holp mas availaiile from the isoelectronic 
data available at that tittio, particularly in case of 4d 
configurations. The work of chsghtai was, thoraforo, subject 
to further confirsiation. It v.as soon repeated by Ekb r^g et al , 
at Lund University (Svoeden) to the extent of Kr I and ar 1 • 
sequences. Almost all the 4p-Ss identifications were confirmed 
while 4d-.9p tvere partially confimted and the others revised. 
The continuation of this motk on resonance transitions 
was assured at Aligarh through recordings that Chaqhtai brought 
from Lund in the collaboration of J .o . ^berg, and then 
supplanented through his subsec^ent v i s i t s to Sweden in 1973 
and 78. This pemitted extensive analyses of Y, 2r, Nb and 
Mo spectra isoelectronic wi^ neutral atoms of Kr, 3r, Se, As, 
6e and Qa by 2 . All, K. Bahimullah, s . Khatoon and others with 
the collaboration of Chaghtai. 
All these analysest usaJ the plates taken at grazing 
incidence (50 < > <. 430 ]8) and paved the way for further work 
The next stage v«as, th^reforot crossed into by Z.A* Khan* «#ie 
handled the nomal incidence recordings of Zirconium spectrum 
(260 - 2530 %), again in Lund University* to analyse a number 
of spectra, v i z . , zr III-^ that i s followed by our present 
vjork on Nb spectra in the same spectral region. Out of the 
seven Nb spectra analysed, X am submitting three herewith; 
the others have constituted the thes i s of Mushtaq A* 
SignificarKe of the work on atomic spectra and the ir 
applications to other f i e lds of Physics and Science are 
mentioned in the earl ier theses of our group. They are too 
well-known by now to be repeated here once more. 
BASIC MATERIAL 
Chapter I « THBOHy 
Chapter II - EKPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
3 
CHAPTER I 
Schro dinger ttciuation i s tis«cl for all th» thttoretlcal 
predictions in atonic physics. The gerwral form of this 
equation in usual notations i s 
H-t <rt0»5^,t) «• B 'tCa^tSf'^tt) - i - R ^ '^ ( r , e , ^ , t ) . . . { x a ) 
"at 
Thisveducas to 
• i Et 
V|;(r,0,|),t) - U (r,0,^) e ^ , . . ( 1 . 2 ) 
Putting this value the equaticm {1.1) reduces to the ti8ie<*indep» 
endent fom 
H U (r,0,o) - E H (r,©,(j^) . . . ( 1 . 3 ) 
«#iich i s usei in the structure calculations of the atciBS and 
atonic ions. 
H)rdxog<Hi atoiEB i s a siinple ato« for v4iich exact solution 
of SchroS^inger equation i s possible. 3ut for atons having more 
than one electrons, exact solution i s not possible and we must 
look for satisfactory ajf^roxlnations to solve th« equations. 
Lst us now discuss various nethods used for this purposs. 
1.1. Central field theory and Hartree wethod: 
The nain assumption of this theory i s that each electron 
noves in a central or spherically syimetrical field produeed by 
the nucleus and the electrons around i t . 
The one-electron hydro9enic wave«function or orbital 
4 
at giV9n by Sl«t«r ( i ) in usual notations i s 
"nlm<'*®«^>- * «ia<'> 
X p|"l'(cos d) s**!^ •*.(!.4) 
and P,^(r) i s nonaalisad. 
The wavt-function for an aton or atonic ion i s constructed 
by taking tha product of wav«-functions of all i t s electrons. 
Thus wave-function for an N*electron systan i s 
'^^^'•^'^ ' " ^ N ' ' ' ' ' " V i - i i < ' A i * i ' V r f ^ N ^ ' ' ^ ' ^ ' 
.••(1.6) 
Spin quantun nunber m^ has not been considered in this wave-
fimction. 
The Hamiltonian for an N-eleetron systMi i s given iff 
«"W - - Z ^ ? - I r f ^ ^ E H - ^ . . . (1 .7) 
I i ' i i j>i ^ij 
Putting - V j - 2 i , f, and -5L « g . , , 
equation (1.?:) reduces to 
<"Jop - ^ *i • ? t n » « . . . (1 .8) 
The operators fj^  and q^^, operating on one electron and two 
e.ilQ,cTrom re^h^d^^^^ ; 0.tQ ccJUad oTic-eicx^/roo o^r^d two 
[i 
dX set rem operators. 
Tho average value of Ha^ltoni^n for the wave»functic»i 
given by equetion (1.8) Is 
of which the one electron ami tiwo-electrcMn contriltHttions are 
given by the follovdng integrals 
<i|f|i> - i(niiiJ-fp„^l^[-^*iiiii^--^] 
* \ I. ' ' i> "'i . . . a . 9 ) 
and <^ij I g| i j > - l^(n^ 1^, n^  1^ ^ " j f ^n^ 1 ^""^^ 
() i » * 
% P n j i j ^ ' j ^ -ITET «*^i^^j . . . . ( l a o ) 
where r(b} i s the larger of the two variables r , , r j . 
The average Hasiltcmian in terns of above integrals can be 
written as 
< H > « " l - I t n ^ h ^ * ? ^ > i ^^^ ^"i ^i» "j ^ j ^ . . . (1 .11) 
Now variation principle i s applied to nininise the 
energy by varying the one*electron orbitals. The fundanental 
Hartree equations so obtained can be finally written as 
r d^ l . d - ' H ) 2Z 2 1 
• C n ^ l ^ P n ^ i ^ C l ) . . . (1 .12) 
u 
«h.rt Y^  (n^ l^. nj i^/r^) - j P„2 ^^^ ir^) dr^ • 
<y5 
n: 
"•n^  I j " j ' <-^> "'J . . . U - W 
Haxtrec Aquations ( i . i 2 ) give only tha '*c«ntre of energy** of 
the configuration n^ l^. Terra structure of the configuration 
and the interval within texns can be guessed with the help of 
Hamiltonians averaged under the wave-fiflKtions obtained. 
1.2, Slater PorBiulitwt 
Neglecting the spin^irblt interaction and magnetic 
effects. Slater (1) has given the one-^ioctron energy contribu* 
tion in integral foni as 
Knl) • f u j ( . V^ - - |^ ) U^  dv 
" # 
- [ [ r " ^ * ^ ^ ( ^ ) ^ ( ^ ) - 2ZrK^ %l)}^r . . . (1 .14) 
This i s called 6 ^ . Vihereas the two electron energy contribu-
tion i s expressed in tenss of another integral 
a 0 
^ii5. rt) . j \ R*^  ^^  (r^) R^ ^ ^^  (r^) R„^  ^^ (r^) R^ ^ ( r g 
2 | y 4 j r^rjdrj^dr^ . . . (1 .15) 23 
(b) 
where a and ir are the coefficients defined by Slater. 
In case of equivalent electrons equation (1.15) gives t^ e 
electrostatic (Coulonb) part of energy in terns of syMsetric 
integrals. 
V 
[^(DJ Ij, nj ij) » H^  (Ij, ij) 
2 r^  (a) . 2 _ 2 
(b) *?^nt)''^ '2 '''A**'^  ...a.w 
For non equivalent oloctrons, the following exchange integrals 
as% obtained; 
(t (n^  l^, nj Ij) • 1^ (ij, Ji) 
k 
" ^ ^ }b{ 'i' '2"" -»'! "'a ... (i .17) 
The index k ranges fron smallest to the largest value of the 
vector sum of 1 s concerned« For F^  integral k i s always 
even but for (j , i t may be even or odd. Condon and Shortley (2) 
have used notations Pj^ * Q|t and R. «4iere Fj^  « §-—, G^  • ^ «"<* 
|Jt nfe k 
FL « g-*. Here D|^  are constants defined and calculated in the ir 
book. 
Theoretical energy expressions for some configurations 
«^ieh we have adopted frea EdleV) (3) are as follows 
rip^3p • F^ • 7 F2 1 (G^ • 6303) 
np nd < ^ , ^ • pQ • "^  ^2 '^ ^^l ^ ^^^3^ 








• F^ • 14^2 * I26F4 
- Fo • 7F2 - 84F^ 
- F^ - 3F2 • 36F^ 
- Fo - «P2 - 9F^ 
* FQ • ^^2 * ^4 
fd^i^s)^ ^s « F^  ••• MFj • xaeF^ - c^ 
r2« 
d^(^P)t F^ > 7F2 . 84F^ • Gg 
^P - F^ • 7F2 - 84F^ - 202 
d^(^)s ^ D « F^ - 3F2 + 36F4 • Gg 
.2,3«. J^F « ^o - 8^ 2 • 9F^ * «*2 d*C^F)s c 
Po - «P2 - ^ ^4 - 262 
d^(^G)s ^ G « F^  • 4F2 • F^ - Gj 
1.3 . Hartgft«»Fock lagthodi 
Hartroe oquations »wr« davelopod by neglecting th« spin 
orbit interaction and Pauli*s exclusion principle. Fock 
ifflprovei the equations by including these two factors. He 
c<msle^red spin orbit e l s of the for* 
V . j ^ ( ' e ^ ) V, 
where V-. i s a Pauli function defined as 
with the condition that 
. . (1.18) 
. . . (1.19) 
3 
For th« antisyBioAtry of on»«eXectron orbital* (U), Fock (4) 
introduced his wavo function in the following determinantal 
foza; 
\p «(N 1 r^f^ 
U^(i) Uj^(2) . . . . . . . . . Uj^(N) 
Mj,)^) U j U ) U^CN) 
Uj|( i ) U^(2) . . . . . . , , . Ujj(N) 
. . . ( i . 2 0 ) 
The diag3>n«l matrix component of the Hamiltonian can 
be written as 
<«>av - ^ f ^r <^ ^ ^i "i«^> '^^  
. g(B»^, Bi»j) U^(2) U j ( i . ) ] dv^ <*Vj . . . (1 .2 i ) 
Applying the variation principle to isininise the energy, the 
Hartree^ oFock equati<Kis finally obtained are of the following 
f oxB ; 
-V^ u^(i) - 2z/ri u^(i) • [^ ( u ; (2) ^ U,(2) dvj] u^ (1) 
• € j Uj (1) . . . U.22) 
ili 
Conparing tquations ( i . i 2 ) and (JL.22), wo M9 that Hartrta 
Fock aquations diffar fr<3M Hartrae aquations only in tha 
axchanga tozn, that i s tha fourth on L.H.S. of (i«22). 
Tha solution of H F aquation (1.22) glvas tha bast 
wava-.function for avaluating tha aneargy intagrals F*, G , IT 
and £ • but tha procass i s vary conplicatad and timo consu* 
Biing, 
1.4, Cowan* s H X Calculations t 
R 0 Cowan (5) has simplifiad tha procoss by using 
original Hartrae schama. Ha subctractad tha self-interaction 
teiTD, that occurs in Hartrae*Foek method* For the remaining 
portion of the Hartrae-Fock exchange terms, he has used tha 
approximation of replacing tha Hartraa-Fock*Slater potential 
by the classical potential energy for the density f - f^  for 
electrons oth«ir than the one in questicm. This, he has dona 
with the help of the variation principle as used in Thonas* 
Fezni Dirae theory of the atcno. Than ha applies the ralat i -
vist ie and correlation sorraetions. 
Cowan found that his calculations agree with tha 
experinental results better i f tha calculated Fj^  and G|^  
paranet^rs are scaled 6om\ by about 85^ and Tni '^ about 95^. 
In case of extra-configuration interactions, the calculated 
!^ paraneters also needed sealing. All this i s dona by 




Th« Cowan progranme gives in the output coluiui the 
i n i t i a l and final energy l eve l s involved in the transit ion 
calculated, ^ e J-valuos of these l e v e l s , the wave nuniieir 
1 O 
(CB ) and wave-length (A) of every transit ion, the o s e i l l a t o t 
strength of the transit ion in texns of s-vector, s , the 
weighted gf-factor and the weighted Binstein*s coeff ic ient 
gA. In separate tables the percentage mixing of a l l l eve l s 
having the %mk9i J«<values i s given in teras of different 
coupling schemes, L S, Jl j * L K and J K e t c . This gives an 
idea of the nature of quantun states involved, as purity of 
the energy l e v e l s and i t s variation along the isoelectronic 
sequence. 
1 ,5 , ^soelectronic sequencesj \ 
An isoelectronic sequence i s constituted by those atoms 
or atomic ions that contain the sane number of extra-nuclear 
electrons. The f i r s t mwaber of such sequence can be the 
neutral atom of any element, followed by the single, ionised 
atom of the next element, the doubly ionized one of the third 
consecutive element and so on in order of increasing Z. A 
sequelae i s n«ned after the f i r s t member, e . g . , Rb 1 , Sr ZX, 
y I I I , Zr IV and Nb V e t c , i s cal led Rb X-sequence. 
Beoause every member of such a sequence contains the 
same number of extra nuclear electrons, the energy structure 
and the spectral l i n e s arising from members of a sequence show 
remarkable s imi lar i t i e s among themselves. This provides vr\ 
12 
Invaluablo Moans of idontifying transitions and checking ths 
accuracy of idantifications alontj the saquenca* This d*scrip-> 
tion of isosloctronic sequenca i s borrowrad from Chaghtai {6), 
Atonic levels and transitions between theta hava be«n 
plotted isoelectronically to sone advantage as early as in 
nineteen-twentiesi but the intervals expand so fast with 
increasing ionizations that tern value Ty^. vs Z plots do not 
show any thing more than approxinato trends* &dlen (3)» 
therefore, concentrated on studies of the Z-dependence of 
energy levels and other atomic regularities so as to nake 
precise comparisons possible. Edlen advises to pick up the 
perspective l ines by observing the interval and intensity 
correspondence directly on the i^otographic plates. To 
facil itate idantificati(»n woxk, transition frequencies can 
be extrapolated or interpolated. After the analysis i s 
perfozraedt level values i^ould be conpared on sensitiva scales. 
Let us now discuss sone methods suggested by Edlen (3). 
Bdlen ploted >/-5" *® ^ function of Z or ~y and 
obtained straight l ines for Li X* and Na I-like sequence as 
predicted by the relation 
where T i s the tern value of the levels involved, R the 
Rydberg constant for the aton concerned, J the net effective 
cha«ge ( J • Z-IH>1 for N electrons in the species), p the 
iJ 
penetration of the core by the particular electron involved 
snA S the corresponding c^antun defect. Then he succeeded 
in suppressing the slopes of the isoelectronic curves and 
rendering then almost horizontal by plotting the redueed 
tetsi t (t « «^j) or penetration parameter p (p « ^J*^ - T ^ 
against 3 » because variation of n a n * ^ or p i s small 
and regular along the soquence. This permitted the use of 
very sensitive scales along the Y«>axis. Plotting t vs Z or j 
i l lustrates that Moseley*s Law, which was discovered origi-
nally for X-rays» i s valid for optical transitions also. 
The gentus of Prof. Edlen irt developing isoelectrtmic 
comparisons i s manifested in suppressing the rising trend 
everywhere by taking into account the exact theoretical 
cause, 80 that all the relations could be nade as horizontal 
as possible. Any departure fron regularity can then be 
detected on a sensitive scale* the particular cause of the 
departure, e.g. interaction due to other levels , i s deter-
sained or the identifications altogether rejected as false. 
In pursuance of this general plan, he noted that ff or T/cj^cj^ 
T/ (T • 6) sort of functions with a suitable choice of e 
could be tried against ^ , but T/( 'j^ c ) came out to be nost 
satisfactory. T/j usually gives a negative slope; addition 
of a constant to j affects the early nenbers of the sequence 
•ore than later ones. The relations^therefore, vary appreciably 
over the first few aenbers of the sequence, but finally set t le 
down to a nore or l ess horizontal line for larger values of J . 
a 
AS the ionlxatlMi potential I t eXaost never knoMn 
«dth the saoie accuracy as the energy leve ls , loss of accuracy 
i s avoidsi in Isoelectronie ecaparisons by handling experi« 
nental level values B^nh Measured frooi the ground level , 
rathor th^n the torn value T-n/j related to the corresponding 
series l imit . 
If we are dealing with a configuration nl that i s not 
included in the ground shell (n different), isoelectronie 
plots turn upward for higher members of the secpjence invariaialy. 
edlein has suppressed this trend considerably by subctracting 
from E.f,^ . a hydrogonic texm 
(T R 3 ^ ( - 4 j - - 4 p ) . . , (1 .24) 
H nj n 
with fine structure corrections 
JL M 
^ 3°<^3"^ 
• r 11* J 
"2 "i 
Plotting (—S—— • 3 (77.) vs Z qlu«$ slightly better results. 
3"^ c " ^ 
sensitivity isoelectronie graphs can be drawn in a 
number of ways* If the structure of the concerned configura* 
tion i s well-known all along the sequence, e .g . , level values cart he 
15 
•xpr«ss«d advantageously ralativa to the configuration's own 
Centra of Energy rather than the gound level . Otherwise* i f 
the whole configuration i s not known* even one of i t s levels , 
reliaI])Ly known all along the sequence, can l>e used as zero of 
the level energy scale. Fitted F , 0^ and ~^ or the 
screening par«neters have been plotted in a variety of ways 
to achieve this end. 
One situation of practical interest i s to plot 
fi/( 3 <f c) vs Z. Such plots show an awkwardly steep rise 
or fall for the f irst few nembers of the sequence, before 
they becooie nicely behaving almost horizontal l ines . Woricers, 
therefore, usually drop out these f irst few nenbers from the 
graph and then show their correspondence to the rest of the 
sequence, thxt>ugh a disc<»itinuity. 
these methods beecsie so powerful as to reveal even 
Minor experiaental errors, so that crude experisiental data 
can be sisoothed out with their help isoeleetronically. 
^*6* Rydbero Series and detensination of lonizaUon potential 
AiBong the f irst regularities discovered in the atcsiic sh^c 
stjuture was in the words of Edlen <3), the oeeumnee of a 
series of l ines in w^ich the separations between successive 
l ines in whish the s»paratiens between successive l ines and 
their intensities decrease acre or less regularly towards the 
Tec 
IG 
i^ort«r wav««4ftn9ths« causing convergence to a definite l i n i t . 
These l ines constitute aydberg seriest energy levels involved 
in th^B have all the quantiNi nuoit9tra sanet oxce{3^ n^ that varies < 
The tem value of an mexgy level i s usually written 
as 
X »i III iff II • • i f i j f nil • • . ( 1 . 2 6 ) 
" (n -» S^P' n n 
«^ere n A n » ^^ and S^ km called quantun defect* In case 
of a single«*eleetron systeiB there are (2n-l) levels for each 
value of n, and each of theia ««ill have a different quantum 
number. The tern values can he written, therefore, as 
(n • 6^} 
whore • « 1, 2 , • , .«• (2n*l) for every n. 
Teiws T,^ 9X9 aieasured froa the corresponding series 
l imi t , while the experimental level energy ^^y^is measured from 
the ground leve l , "nie differenee hetween the limit and the 
ground level i s called ionization potential of the system and 
i s given hy 
l .P . "• fix " ''^ imi * ^ . . . (1 .28) 
Replacing nm by i to represent a level of a many»eleetron 
system, the aliove ei|uation can be written as 
^i " % - h . . . (1 .29) 
iV 
Onca th« U n i t Ej^  i s d«t«XBiin»d, th« values of ths 
n. and tha quantua dsfsct S^ can ba calculatad. Edia^n has 
raducad tha vary fast convaxganca of Bits sarias by writiag 
S» a • bt • ct^ . . . ( i . 3 0 ) 
thus mdcing the constants aasiar to handla. Tha raducad tarn 
can ba usad as absissa in itydbarg plots Svs (n ) . Sarias 
limit i s calculatad fron saooth portion of a Ritz eurva on 
using ra-itaration i&athod for throa or aora known raambars of 
a jRydbarg saxias. 
^*7. ^d^eVs pQlari^ftipi^Jhaoryt 
Equation (1,30) i s very usefully applied to penetrating 
orbits; non-penetrating hydrogenic orbits can be handled better 
with 6dl4n's polarization theory. If the outer electron causes 
polarization of the atonic core, taking i t to be sinple dipole* 
the contribution of this effect to the tern value i s 
^ p • T - T„ • A ( 2 ) P ( n , l ) , . . (1 .32) 
where T|| i s the corresponding hydroganic tazn, A(Z) i s a pure 
function of Z and P(ntl) a polynonial in n and 1 only. In 
•es t of the practical cases net with, quadrupole polarization 
-i 0 
occurs; that Is aecottfitttdl for in th« rsXstion 
«#i«re k(Z) i s anothsr polynonial in Z and q(ntl} in n and 1 
only, Edlan (3) has calcuXatad P(n«i) and q(n»l) for different 
vaiues of n tfid I . 
In caaa of non-ponatrating orbits» Edlan*8 polarization 
fozaula eon ba usad to giva sioro aeeurata sarias limit than 
obtainad by tha usa of Rydbarg sarias. For axanpla, supposa 
wa hava obsarved tha wavaHmmi^ r ^ of transitions batwean two 
tanas T» and V* than 
U-« r - r » • <T^  4.^p») - (T »^ • A p . i ) , . . ( i . 3 4 ) 
Putting ^ p « AP(n, l ) vm obtain 
A » —= a El— , . . (1 ,33 ) 
pt «. p«» 
vrihiich givas ^p and henca tha absoluta tax* valua. In this 
way tha sarias l i a i t can ba dataxsiinad fron a singla transition, 
providad that tha two taxais involvad ara axprassad fay tha ona-
paraeatar fomul a (X.33), 
Racantly (7) wa hava found out saiall but systanatie 
daparturas froai idlan*s cpiadrupola fozsiula also, Thasa dapar-
turas »T9 illustratad in Fig, 1*9 and can ba arrangad in tha 
0-005 oooi'l I t "~f"o" 
0 020 0 024 0 028 0 032 2^ , 




Fig. 1 -Polarization graph for Li l-sequence {dp is polaiiia-
tion contribution, P a polynomial of « and /; while q{n, I) is 
the corresponding quadrupole polarlralion. Spectra, to which 
plotted data belong and the Rydberg series m question are 
marked] 
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following thr«* e«t«gori«tt 
(1} Xn nost of th* sp«ctra» th« parts of the plots belonging 
to various 1 valuss sopsrsto out notably and tha separation 
batwaon tha f and d parts of tha saaia spactrun incraasas with 
Z V9Xf daarly in 3 I and Na l-dika spactra* This aaans that 
wa ara naglaeting iiBport«nt contributicms to tha tam eoncarnad 
ooning froai soaia sourcas that dapand on 1 and Z strongly, 
Ralativistie eontrlbuticms to configuration anargy and tha 
Stark shifting of hiqhar aiaMbars of f, g, ate, sarias ara 
raantionad as possibla causas. Oloie (8) citas the thaoretieal 
woifc of Dalgamo at al« to reconcile sone differences* but the 
problaai renains largely opan to detailed investigation. The 
inadequacy of aohr*SaBiiaerfeld model to describe configuration 
energies of one*electron spactra with an electronic core nay 
be one of the reasons. 
( i i ) A nunbar of plots curve systaaiatically upwards with 
Increasing n (at tha saaia 1 ) , exsMplea being furnished by the 
g aeries of C IV (Li I->saquenBe)s Si IV* P V (Na X-saquence); 
f series of Be XI* 8 III (U I«sequenee)i C II* N III* O IV 
(B I«sequence)i si II (Al I«sequenca); Sc III (K I-saquenee); 
and d series of B III* C IV (Li I-sequence); Al I* P III 
(Al I«sequence). This trend can be takMi into aecotmt by 
adding a higher polarizetion tezsi t o ^ p of the fora 
< r** > -6 
S ( n , l ) « — r - . T ^ Z" < r-* > 
C ' Zi) 
and May indicata that tha alactron cor* In quattion daparta 
furthax from apharical syHiatry* thla ean t»a takan into 
account by a quadrupoXa polarizaticm foxmula^ that would cover 
various postibla contributions. This tandancy doas not par* 
s i s t on all parts of the conoacnad spectra^nay bo due to 
Modifications produced at lower I values due to partial pane* 
tration etc* 
( i i i ) As evidenced by the d»sexies of Hb I<-4ike spsetra 
^p/P versus q plots of the penetrating Rydberg series must 
show negative slopes. We see that the d-series beeosie definitely 
penetrating right fron Ca IX of K I»sequence upwards for all 
heavier atoMS and larger ionizations* quite naturally* But i t 
i s curious to see that d electron of B IX«like ions look pene-
trating froM N III onwards* while those of Al X sequence show 
only a reversal of positive slope trend in Si XX for higher n 
values. (The d-plot of N V shows zig«zaggging characteristic 
of series perturbation by a foreign level only), life have 
already noted that the d-series of H» X-like ions i^ ow a tenden-
cy of curving downwards for longer n valuest vnd this tendency 
accentuates as Z increasest which agrees with observations in 
B X- and Ai x-sequences that d-penetration i s not manifest in 
neutral atOMS, but doaiinates more and more as ionization 
increases. We conclude that penetration enhances with ioniza-
tion along with m iseeleetronic sequence• bacause wave-func-
tions shrink with increase in Z and overlap more and more with 
21 
those of lomr X-values. If tho opposlto cuxvatures notie«d 
in th« d-t«xi«s of Bb X«>s«qu«ne» ar« phytically significant* 
thvy shouid also l» dus to ths ovariap of i^rihking w«vo* 
functions involved in tha particular spectra. 
1^0 Na I»sequenc« deserves more attenti<m* Polarization 
curves for the 9 parts of Al IZI» Si IV and P V curve upwards 
with increasing n« for the f parts they rmsain sensibly 
straight, and for d parts curva down. A tendency of penetra*-
tiim i s observed as we aove to smaller I values* so that f irst 
tha oxeessive polarizaticm behaviour of 9 i s contained in f 
and then reversed for higher n values in d« 9ut onQ thing 
renains s t i l l to be explained. For highar n values the pola* 
rization effect incraasas and the penetration decraases. Then 
how does the panetratimi doninate at largernd values* whereas 
i t i s subduad or absent at Icwar ones? Tha sasie question 
arises for Al I and Si II also, 
( iv) Me observe anothar vary interesting feature in Fig. 4^ 
v iz . K I and so III of the series show strong polarization 
trands 99 nomally axpectad for f and 9 aerias but in Ca II* 
i t i s penetrating otherwise. Both in f and g parts of tha 
polarization curve of Ca II* wa find a straight l ine of distinct 
negative slope. This cannot indicate panetration for so high I 
values* and does not rapresent a character of the isoelactro«> 
nie aaquence. It must* therefore* represent a case of pure 
22 
polarization vii^v the sign of ^ i s opposite to that of 
o(^f beoauss of the spocific structuro and symawtry propsrty 
of Cm II slsetronio core* It daservos datailad theoratical 
invastigation* 
Can wa iaagina that negative curvature trends that 
appear in Na I<4.ike spectra, also arise because, at large n 
values, ^ e excited electrcm starts seeing asynnetries in 
the core structure? 
3 
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CHAPTER - U 
EXPERIMENTAL TE3WIQUES 
2 . i . Ipiaht Sourcas: 
A cond[«ns«cl vacuum spdzk was used to excite the nicbiua 
BpfKitra at the Lund University (Sweden), The e lec tr ica l c ircui t 
of th i s souzce i s shown in Fig. 2 . 1 . Voltage from the secondary 
of a step-up transformer i s half rec t i f i ed by a single diode. 
A high resistance i s connected in H.T. side to control the 
current that charges the condenser C (.S ju F). This resistance 
also obstructs the back flow of current at the time of the 
discharge of the condenser. A variable inductance of the order 
of a few BiH i s intr(xiuced in the c ircu i t in form of 2 , 4 , 10 or 
IS turns of copper co i l wound on a wooden frame. This varies 
the condition of the excitation of the spectrum. The inductance 
determines the time constant of the discharge circuit» hence i t 
regulates the energy content of the sparics and controls the 
ionization of the hot plasma instantaneously produced at the 
time of discharge. The source operated under a voltage of 
-.5 
about 10 KV, while a pressure of about 10 torr is maintained 
in side it. This source could produce spectra of about nine 
times ionized atoms of niobium (Nb I-X) at minimum inductance. 
This open spark source could he' converted into sliding 
spaik by introducing an aluiina (AI2O3) "Spacer" between the 
















































8up«rp08«d on the spectrum of th* element and they can be 
used as references In the spectral neasurenent. The spaxic 
frequency i s regulated through an external spark gap. 
2 .2 . Spectral recordingsi 
Our present woric i s based on recording by Dr. Chaghtai 
with the collaboration of Dr. Ekberg of niobium spectra in 
Lund University (Sweden). In 1968, six exposers were recorded 
on the 5-411 grazing incidence spectrograph (about 150*430 K), 
In 1973» the spectrum was taken on the new 3«-m normal incidence 
spectrograi^ (450-2450 %)» Five years later* the Nb spectrum 
was again recorded on this latter spectrograph using the A1-
coated graining for the above mentioned region to obtain 
stronger spectra* while the shorter wave-lengths ( >>^900 S) 
were covered with a gold-coated graj^ting having very high 
reflectance. 
The schematic diagram of the normal incidence spectro* 
graf^ i s given in Fig. 2 .2 . It i s erwlosed in a container of 
the conical shape, which i s pumped to maintain a pressure of 
order 10 torr. The grating i s mounted towards the apex of 
the cone, v^ile the sou:rce i s placed on a side of the base, 
along the plate holder at centre, made of a cylindrical 
metallic surface (Fig. 2.3.). Two or three photographic plates, 
each of 29 cm length, can be placed on the Rowland surface, 
covered by the metallie plate and screwed up. The light from 




















f j '1 
on tho grating, and tho diffracted light Is received by the 
photographic plate. A screen i s electromagnetic ally operated 
inside to cut off either the upper or lower part of the photo-
graphic plates* thus a number of exposers can be recorded on 
each plate. 
2 .3 . j^easureroent of spectrograms and wave-length calculationi 
The 8pectrogr«as so recorded were measured on an Abbe 
Comparator at Aligaxh. Known l ines of 0 II* III* IV* V and Al 
II* III , IV, V (Kaufman and Edleti (1), aroraander (2) e tc . ) 
present on the spectrograms were used as references for calcu-
lation of wave-length by the relation 
A« A • aC • OC^  • DX^  . . . (2 .31) 
where A, B, C & D are constants and X the relative position 
of a l ine with wave-length * X * . Four equally spaced known 
lines are chosen on each spectrum to determine these constants* 
then wave-length of all other l ines on that spectrogran are 
calculated. Further refinements are made by graphical correc-
tions. The weighted mean of all the wave-lengths i s finally 
taken to establish the l ine l i s t . The wave-lengths* so deter-
mined are estimated to be accurate to about .02 R usually{ 
faint* broad and diffused lines* will however admit larger 
errors. 
2 .4 , lonixation Separationi 
On our speetrogrsMs second to ninth ionization stages 
are found present and the corresponding spectral l ines have 
2V 
been soparated out (Nb III-X) by studying intensity variation 
of each l ine as a function of total inductance in the spaxfc 
circuit, as schenatically indicated in Fig» 2 .3 . We observe 
that patterns change for different ionizations in going fron 
0 to 15 additional coils* 
f i9 . 2.3. Vaxiation of intwitlty (I) Mtth eiiviiit 
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ANALYSES 
Chapter I I I - ENERGY LEVELo Af© CLASSIFIED LINES OF DOUBLY 
IONIZED NIOaiUM ATCM (Nb I I I ) . 
Chapter IV - THE SPECTHJM OF POUR TBIES IODIZED NIOBIUM 
(Nb V ) , 
Chapter V - THE SPECTRUM OF SIX TIMES IONIZED NIOBIUM 
ATOM (Nb V I I ) . 
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CHAPTER 111 
ANALYSIS OP THE SPECTHUW OF DOUBLY lONIZBD NIOBIUM (Nb III) 
Th« first work on Nb III was r«port«d by Gibbs and tf^lt^ 
(X). They eXassifiod twanty taven Unas in the range 22X8-2686 R 
2 4 4 
as a conbination between 4d 5s F and 5p (DPS). Later on 
SXiason (2) reported 26 additional l ines in the range X422 « 
X600 Rt belonging to the transitions between the ground tern 
4d P and the already known triad of odd quartets ( G, F and 
4 2 
D) of 4d 5p* He confizmed the earlier work in detail t except 
4 
for rejecting the XeveX 5p V^M* ^^^^^ ^^o derived an 
improved value of the limit by a linear extrapolation of 
isoeXectrcmio sequence data. 
In this chapter* we wiXX describe our wozic in identifying 
3 2 2 
transitions between the configurations 4d • 4d 5s — 4d 5p. 
3 
In 4d , thirteen new levels have been added to the existing 
four, while the knowledge of 4d*5p i s improved from eleven to 
2 forty two levels . To 4d 5s nothing new is added, only the 
previous work i s confirmed. 
3.x, Term Structurei 
Third ion of Niobium i s iseeXectronic with Y X. The 
interesting feature of th is sequence i s that each of the f irst 
three members has a different ground configuration, in Y I i t 
i s 9s^4d, in Zr II 5s4d^ and in Nb III 4d^i due to the crushing 
30 
3 
of 4d orbital as th* soqu«nc« advancas. Th« 4d configuration 
glvas rise to two quartats and six doublats» «4iich arat 
in order of increasing energy 
2 
The configuration 4d 9s gives rise to two quartet and 
five doublet termst v^ereas frcn 4d 9p» we get six quartet and 
thirteen doublet terras. These arei 4d^aii [^<FP), "^ •(G D S) ] 5s 
*(F P)» (^G F D P S) 
4d^9pt [^(F P), r(G D S) ] 5p / 
(^Q F D D P S), (^G F D D P S), (^H G F F D p P) 
Multiplets of the sane configuration are found to overlap* One 
T) term of 4d ia distinguished from the other by the prefix at 
Virile the parentage of 4d 5p levels denoted by z« y, x, w and 
V, that stand for (^F), ( ^ ) , ( ^ ) , ("4)) and (^S). 
3*2. i^«tyfif» 
As no theoretical calculati<m was available to us, we 
extrapolated the existing data iseelectronically. Level values 
kno«m for ^ e first four neiibers wore plotted to establish 
trends. Data are taken froa A E L Vol. II for Y I «- Nb III 
and A E L Vol. I l l for Mo IV. Then the level values, known 
31 
for the f irst two ntabttra only* w«r<i •xt«nditd «Xong par«ll«I 
l i i i * t . 
Starting our analysis with ths known i«vols of 4cl 5p, 
• 3 
ws succeedad in establishing thirtsa^n naw laveXs of Ad through 
the 4d —» 5p transitions; ths two laveis f^/2 7/2 ***^ '*9 **»• 
only ones yet to be found out. Then we proceeded from the 
known levels of 4d to establish the unknoMvn levels of 4d 5p, 
This resulted in finding out thirty one new levels of this 
configuration, the three that s t i l l evade us being x 1^ 9/2 11/2 
and y % / 2 -
The four levels of 4d^9s of Gibbs and f^ite are found 
to be correctly reported. In addition to the prev^lously 
reported 5s — 5p transitions, a number of new transitions 
are also observed in our spectral range of study. We are not 
2 
reporting any new 4d Ss level , as nost of the 5s — 5 p 
transitions fs l l at longer wave<4.en9ths thaf^ «4iat we have 
studied, and the few that l i e within our reach have not cone 
out strong enough on the plates. 
The known energy levels and transitions ai^ assembled 
in Table 3.1 and appendix Z respectively. The observed energy 
3 2 
stmcture of 4<l and 4d 5s (configurations of same parity) i s 
plotted in Fig. 3 .1 , while that of 4d^5p (different parity) 
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prefix *«* distinguished the two 4d ^ tezias froM each 
other. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE SPECTRUM OF FOUR TIMES IONISED NIOBIUM ATOM (Mb V) 
The f i f th sp«ctruin of fjioblum was f i r s t reported by 
Trawick ( i ) in 1934, he established ten l e v e l s of t h i s Rb I-I ike 
one electron spectrum ««ith the help of 12 ident i f ied l i n e s . 
Charles (2) confirmed in h i s wozk six of these l e v e l s belonging 
to the doublets 4d D» 4f F and 5p n? which are the ground and 
the f i r s t two excited texms of t h i s spectrum (Table 4 .1 ) ; he 
added one lin® to the l i s t of observed transit ions (Appendix i ) . 
Recently Kagan et al* (4) have also reported one electron 
l e v e l s of Mb V, whose values are in general agreeaent with 
2 
our (3) within the l imit of experimental enror except 7p Vy2 3/2 
irtiich dj^ different from ours. V^ e observed no transit ions on 
our plates from their level values* however, Kagan et a l . have 
added to(^ur^woik l e v e l s of the configurations 7d, hh(n«6,7), 
8s and 7 i . 
4 , 1 , Structuret 
Four t ines ionized niobium atoms give r i se to a simple 
doublet spectrum, resulting from the excitation of the single 
electron from the ground 4d to a higher orbit outside the 
krypton-like s h e l l . Thus the l e v e l s of the ground tern of Mb V 
»T* ^D^/2 9/2 '"^ those obtained by normal excitat ion ns ^ x / 2 * 
"«» ^**l/2,3/2« "** ° 3 A . 5 / 2 * *** % / 2 , 7 / 2 •*** "« ^ 7 / 2 , 9 / 2 •**• 
(n i s running principal i|uantum number}. 
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5 2 
Th« intexnaXly «xcltad configuration 4p 4d i s forsad 
by thtt transfer of a 4p electron to 4d; i t consists of forty* 
















5 The other internally excited configuration 4p*'4d5s i s 
fonaed by the transfer of a 4p electron to Ss; i t consists of 
twenty three energy levels belonging to the terms 
4p^4d('^ P)5»« % , h 
4p^4d(^)5sj % . ^ 
4p^4d(^F)5s» ^F , ^F 
4p^4d" (^PDF)9sj (^PDF) 
Some of these levels are expected to l i e above the ionization 
l i n i t . 
4«2, Present study of the one-electron spectnui 
The twelve Nb V l ines of Trawick and thirteenth added 
by Charles have all been verified by us with soMe improvenent 
of Measureaients (Af^endix I ) . We could then identify a good 
nuiber of l ines (3CX)-2400 R) establishing 14 new levels involving 
nine tezMS. Together with the earlier wozk hereby confimied» 
the spectniM Is known presently to the following extent} 
n ^D(n«M-7), ^S(5-8), ^ ( 5 - 7 ) , ^F(4^), ^G(5-7), ^ (6 -7 ) and 
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7 I* Th« fpu t t ing of Q» H and I could not b« observed, 
Th«t« low lying excited t^xns constittit* th« solid ba«« 
of the sp«ctrun and ones i t i s assyr«dly dataxninsd tho rost of 
tha spactrun can bo calculated and observed rather easi ly . 
The Rb |*>like spectra are nicely determined for the 
f i r s t four setsbers of the sequence as reported by Moore (9|» 
Epstein et a l . (6) , Acquista et al* (7) and Hahisiullah et al« (8) . 
the Mo VI spectma has Im^n thoroughly calculated by gdlen> (9), 
knit t ing together nicely the ea r l i e r experinental studies of 
t h i s spectrum with the help of h is polarization fozmula (iO p 123)*, 
the spectruBi has been analysed afresh in Aligarh recently. 
in Fig, 4,1 the one-electron levels are plotted for the 
f i r s t six ffieiabers of Rb I sequence alcHitg vdth the series l i m i t s . 
We notice that the graji^s as^a smooth except for 5f and 6f > «4iich 
are expected to be perturbed by the internal ly excited configu-
rations 4p^4d^ and 4p*4d5s (Fig. 4 .2} . 
In Fig. 4,3 Bits diagrams of Nb V are drawn for the 
Hydberg series ns , np, nd, nf and ng. Edlen; noticed that nnn* 
values exhibit a very regular trend for Sr II«2r IV and that 
Nb V confoXMs to them i f we adopt 407870 ^ 50 cm*'^  as i t s series 
l imi t . This value f i t s well isoelectronically also (Fig. 4 . 1 ) . 
Regularity of effective quantum number difference Sn for 
levels of each texm shown in Table 4.2 provides the t e s t for 
the Rydberg ser ies . 
tcrlti limll 
Rb: V 1J» 
-«» 
Fig. 4 .1 . Rb I saquenc«$ Data i s tak^n froai A E 1. Vol II (3) 
for Rb I and Sr II , from Epatain at a l . (4) for 
Y III» froM Aequlata at al . (S) and Hahlaiillah 
at a l . {€/ftM Zr IV, and fraai Sdli»n (7) for Mo VI. 
o indicatartwo elosaby pointa. 
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Fig. 4 ,2 . Knovm •n»ray i«vtl« for th« 3-.« tp«ctrun of 
Nil V: 4p*4<l l«v*ls • ? • »howi(i by solid lin«g 
and thoto of 4p^4<i5s by broktn l i n t s . p«rtuifli» 
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Fig. 4.3^q;.IUt2 dicgraais for Nb V, Zr IV «nd y III (th« 







































. 4.3^fc;.Ritz diagrams for Kb V, Zr IV and Y i l l 4 t l ^ 
, . l a s t two fey broken l i n e s ) . 
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All th« obsorved on««-»i«ctron l«vel« af plotted in 
Pig. 4.4 and their combinations are shown by slanting l ines; 
brokon l ines indicate two electron Juraps. 
4«3. Three^»electron soectruaii 
5 2 5 
The configurations 4p 4d and 4p 4d5s arising out of 
the excitation of an electron from the ccaaploted subshell 4p 
are the cmly internally excited ones to l i e below the series 
l imit . They cause important perturbations to the odd levels 
of the one«electXNon spectrum, namely to n nPj^ y^  3*2 "®'** t&0T9 
so to n ^jt/2 7/2* ^^ ^^ ** 3-Mtlectron configurations are shoim 
as blocks in Fig* 4.4, «#)ereas their detailed structure as 
determined experimentally i s given in Fig. 4 .2 . 
Work on the 4p^4d5s configuration was earlier carried 
out by us (11) in Nb V and Mo VI by extrapolating Cowan* s 
calculations by means of which aven<-Zohar et a l . (12} had found 
transitions from this configuration in Ru VllZ-Pd X. Since 
then. Cowan has kindly furnished us with his calculations on 
this configuration of Kb V (private communication) and Ekberg 
has calculated for us the structure of 4p^4d using Cowan* s 
code (private communicatitm). 
The transitions observed from these internally excited 
configurations to the cme-electron spectrum levels are assembled 
in appendix I and the energy levels determined from them in 
Table 4 .3 . It will be seen from appendix I and Fig. 4.4 that 
r*—1 
S*ri»9 limit 407870 cnT* 
«-v^A 
.W' 
;r4 .*'!: / 
3 "< r.c 
W.9. ^.^^ Energy I«v*ls and their combinations. 4p*4d^ and 
4p^4cl5s configurations are shown by blocks. 
4i 
in addition to the noxnal i-o transitions* a numi>sr of 2-s 
JjuBps psznittsd by Alectzic dipols ruiss ars observsd frosi 
5 2 th9S9 eonfi€}yration3* Bleven out of 45 levels of th« 4p 4d 
configuration and 13 out of 23 of 4p''4d5s are finally established 
In Table 4.3 the percentage mixing of the various levels 
involved i s also reported; only the four largest components 
are included and contributions less than 5^ are cKsitted. That 
the Sf and 6f levels are significantly perturbed i s clearly 
manifested by these calculations. 
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T - L®vals roported by Tratndck (1) 
KCM - Levols jreported by Kagan et al. (4) 
4D 
Tabils 4»2« Observed enTqv l » w l s of 4p'^ 4d5a and 4p^4d eonf. 
1 I 






























360005 -76-8(^F )^F-8( ^ F )^ F 
361365 -754-15 ( ^ )\*6 < ^ ) % 
3638897 -90-5(^0)^D 
364285 -58-18( ^ ft-ll ( % )^D-.6( h fp. 
375264 - 3 3 - 3 4 ( ^ )^-26(^D )1D+3( F^ )H 
378505 -61-19 ( ^ ) ^ - 1 8 (^ P )^ F 
379612 34*19(^0 )1D4-16(^F ) * F - 1 5 ( ^ F )^F 
380128 -46^22 ( \ )^D-22 ( \ )^D 
381992 33-43<'4))^9(%A>*8(^P)^P 
387030 -70i'17( ^  )^D-9 (^ P )^ P 
388632 46-38(^F)^F'fl3(^P)^F 
271246 -26-20(^F)^F+13 5f^F+12(^F)^Q 
272798? -18-20(^)^F*21 5f^F-17(^F)^F 
274355 68*19(^)^P-6(^P)^ 
285030 -18-26 ( ^ }S -12 ( ^  )^P'H2 (^ P ) ^ 
296293 -75-8 5f^P-6(^P)^0 
310347 70-26 (^)^P 




(^ F)^ D 
n 
3/2 
34243i -48-42 (•^ Q)^ F-6 5f^ F 
364696 -79-l7(^)^P-7(S)^P 
373X36 -70-X6( ^  ft-i2(^P ) ^ 
373480 72*i7( "4) )^+iO( ^P ) ^ 
40 
cmiy thd four target e<»ipon<»nts aro included and 




SPBCTVm QF SIX TIMES IONIZED NI03IIM ATOfl Lfib Mil) 
Thd saventh spectruu of r&obium (Nb VIZ) was f i r s t 
reported by Charles ( i ) i n A950 covering 4p^-4p'*4d, 5 i t rans i -
t lons along with the strong resonance l ines 48 4p -484p . 
Chaghtai (2) revised t h i s work followed by Bkberg et a l . (3 ) , 
The higher excited configurations 4p Sd, 6d and 6s» Ts of this 
spectrum were studied in our laboratory a few years ago (4) 
by identifying transit ions from the l e v e l s of these configura-
S 2 
t ions to the ground l e v e l s 4p P^yg t/o* 
In t h i s chapter, we are reporting an extensive analysis 
of Nb VII, carried out in the region (250 ~ l 8 0 o X ) . A total 
of about 468 l i n e s are now c lass i f i ed in th i s spectrun, that 
established 135 energy l e v e l s belonging to the eleven configu-
rations A^^Ap^t 4s4p^, 4p^ns(n « 5 -7 ) , 4p'*np(n « 5 , 6 ) , 4p*nd 
(n • 4-6) and 4p'*4f8 the structure of six of them, nanely 
4p , 4 s , 4p^5s, 6 s , 5p and 4d i s coaipletely detexnined and 
that of the rest five in part. The configurations 4p^5pj 6p 
and 4f have been worked out for the f i r s t time. Only 69 l e v e l s 
of t h i s spectrum were known before. 
5.1 Structure! 
Nb VII is isoelectronic with 8r I having the famous 
inverted doublet t*3/2 ^ /i *• ground term. The configuration 
(4s4p^/becomes the first excited configuretion in the higher 
48 
maccibor of th® isoeloctronlc s«quanco; i t i s internal ly oxcitod 
and consists of a single level Sj^ y^* ^ ^ other excited 
configurations are fonied by raising up one electron frosi the 
incomplete 4p sui><-shell with the coimon parentage 4s 4p , that 
we shall omit in the subseqiuent description of the spectrum. 
Bach n% configuration gives forth four tezias and e i ^ t 
ievel«, namely ( ^ P ) % / 2 , 3 / ^ , i / 2 . <^P)%/2,i /2« < ^ ^ S / 2 , 3 / 2 
and v^r^i/2 1" !• - S notations in o]»ier of increasing energy. 
Due to the reasons explained in the afore-oientioned paporst 
new designations pertaining to mixed coupling have £>een finally 
adop t s by us for these levels as given in Table 5»i* provldirvi 
a l l i^ysically relevent information on these terms and l eve l s . 
The np configurations, each consisting of 21 leve ls , 
are found to obey i • S coupling to a better degree than other 
schemes t r i e d . Their tern structure i s given as 
(3p) ^p, ^D, 2Q, ^ , ^ s , ^S; 
( ^ ) ^F, ^D, ^ j (^S) ^ 
in the order they have occurred in our 5p configuration* 
The twenty eight levels of %n nd configuration const i -
tu t e the following t e rns : 
(^P) ^D, ^P, ^P, ^F, ^P, ^ 8 
C^)) ^D, ^ , ^Q, ^F, ^S J (^S> S 
roughly in the order they occur in 4d. 
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Ther« ar« twonty eight 4f Xovels spread ov«r th« 
folXowiny texas: 
iht -^ F. % %. %. H. h I 
{^) ^D. 2p. ^F. 2G , 
5 .2. Analvalsi 
^hen vm started this analysis, energy structure of 
the configurations 4p, 3s» 6s was known completely and that 
of 4d, 5d, 6d, 7s partially. Success was achieved in assigning 
4d - 5p transitions soon after the Nb VIX l ines were separated 
out experimentally fr«8 those of othor spectra accordir^ to 
the experimental techniques described in chapter I I . Cowan's 
theor^ical calculations (private cooniunication) helped this 
wozk greatly. 
5.3. 4d levels! 
The known energy levels of 4d (Chaghtai (2) and 
Ekberg et a l . (3)} were used in establishing the Sp levels* 
and then these were used to detexnine unknoim 4d leve ls . Thus 
we succeeded in establishing el l the eight levels of 4d that 
renained unknown so far. The complete structure of this 
configuration i s schematically represented in Fig. S.i and i s 
plotted isoelectronically in Fig. 3.2, that i s borrowed from 


















M9 . S . i . L«v«l Structure of 4p*nd (n « 4-6) «©nfiguratioiw. 
45 'Rblll 'SrIV TV 7rVI NbVi; ^MoVIII 
AOh 
— (^P)20s/2 
- . ( 3 p j 2 p 3 / 2 















30 37 38 30. 
— (3p»^D /^-> ••p»^D5/2
A2 
F i g . 5 . 2 . 4p 4d 99qMnem 
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^•4* SPt 6p ;»Yffif» 
The Ittveis of 5pt ostablishad through 4d-9p transitions» 
wsre confirmsd through transitions from th« known Iav9ls of 
5s• 6s• 7s and 5d, 6d configurations. Obsarvad lovel structura 
4 
of 5p i s given in Fig. 5.3• The structure of 4p 5p configura-
tion i s alraost coBtplQteiy known for ail the Bi«mbers of the 
sequence upto Zr VI» On plotting isoeX.ectronicaily (Fig* 5.4), 
i t i s found that a few levels of It VI do not f i t into the 
graphs smoothly, they are dropped out^therefore» 
Nine levels of 6p could bo established through 4d*6p 
transitions; thoy are shown in Fig, 9 ,3 . No 6p levels in 
other isoelectronic members of the sequence are knoiwn to allow 
isoelectronie plotting. 
9.5. 4f level St 
The known levels of 4p 4d configuration were used to 
assign 4d<-4f transitions, vAiich are in general stronger than 
those involving smaller 1 values, naturally, ive have succeeded 
in establishing twenty seven out of thirty three 4f levels; 
they »T% confizned by their combinations with the known levels 
4 
of 4p 9d and 6d. observed level structure of 4f i s shown in 
Fig. 9.9 and isoelectronie ally plotted in Fig. 9,6. 
A number of 2«eleetron Jumps •>T9 found to connect the 


















<I-T • « - r • 
J , '/2 3/2 
('P)*P 






l&f. »,3. MfVti gtnaetiix* of 4f^  i i i (n » ft^ii) e«fifig«n» 
Hmm. T I M ordliit«t« se«l« In • « • • of C|p is 
tiaoo I«ii90ff tiMR t M t of i l l . 
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i^P)^F J l^o {¥|*6 
,(3p)*F 
1=1/2 * ^ * 5 ^ * ^ *5;^ * ^ 
• ! « • »3» i .« i^ »twi»*«w* •# 4 / 4 f •wttfilKttUMa 







~ ' ^ ^ ^ % ^ . 
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Ill I Turn I 
M|l* S«ft* 4|p^li 
5i 
Wo hav« drawl, to tho seal*, all tho known conflgura-
ti<ms of Nb VIZ in Fig* 5*7. Baprosantativa transitimis ara 
ttaxkod in wave nm^)QX9* Configurations on vitich infonaaticMn 
i s ineoBiplato ara indicated by dots, whila 2«»a Jumps ara 
shown by brt^an Unas, sari as limit i s reproduead from 
Chaghtai et a l , (4) . 
'0^ Series limit 960900 cm^ 
J 
"'i>... ^^k 




Hg. 5.7. ol»»«xv«d eonfigurations of hia ^ ai. lne(iMiail«t« 
confifuratlons aro •hown iiy d«tt««l liloeks. «r«r* 
fiUBter (oi'^) of ocM r«pres«ntativ« transltioii for 
•«eti eoiMLfliaUofi i s glvtn. ftr«ic i inM iJiilsat* 
5;^  
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Tabl« 5 .1 Hnergy l e v e l s of Nb V ^ 
Conf. 098ignatlon En«rgy 
(cm-^) 
HiHndJrk Percentage e<Miip»o8ition^ 
4s 4p P3/2 
2 
PlA 
4s4p6 \ ^ 
4s^4p^4d (^P)^D 5/2 









































-834.5(^ P )^ P 
81*8(^>^P-7(^P)^ 
89*U('*'D)^ Q 
-60-20(^P )^F-15(^ ) ^ 
41-36(^P)^P-18(^P)S 
-5(^P}^P 
-40-20(^ )*P*15(^S )^ D 
-8(^ P )^D>7(^ )^*6i^ fp 
-874'5<^ P )^ P 
«92 
36-38(^P )*F-14(^ )S4.7 
(3p)2p 
-374'20(^ P )^13(^P )'*F-10 
(^P)^-10(^P)^D 
39-29(^P )^F4-18C4J )^ Gf8 
(^)^P-6(^P)S 







(^ P)^ F, 


















































-25-36(^P )^ P4-22 (^ P )^ P-7 
42-2.1 (^P fr^^XAt?^ ) \ 
+ll(^)^F*-7(^P)iD 
65-22(^P )^F-11 (^ )^ F 
-89*11 {^)^F 
-61-24(^)2F*9(^r^D 
-72+14('^P )^F-11 (^ ft 
-78*18(^P )H 
63-24( ^  ft-l-SC '^ P )*F 
-73-I-12(^ ft4-7(^P )^ F 
95 
51*39(^ft-5(^)2D 
674.22 (-4) l^D'MOC ^ S ft 
-52-47(^ft 
-60-12 (^ S ft-16C4) ft 
91*9(^2^ 






































-.58-19(^ P )^ P-11 (^ P )^ D-11 
(T)) F 



















•«-5(^ P)^ Ii 
-59-|.25(^P ) 2D-14(^P )^P 
-3a-21(^p )^P4.16(^P ) S 
-14{S)^P+9C*'3)^4.7(^P fv 
•53-35(^P }^ S 
62*14(^P}^P.12(^P)*D-6 

















































+ 7 ( ^ ) ^ 
864'i4(^)^ 
-37-38(^ )^ D4-ll CH) ff 
•6(^S)^F>6(^)S 
-43-38{^P )^G-18(^ ) \ 
82-M7{^)^P 
-59-20(^ )^P+18(^ ) ^ 
25-^9(^P J^Q-17(^P f-Q¥X2 
(^ P)^ D 




r3„ \2 3„.4. 
-47*33('*P rC-lSC^P ff 
-41-29(^P )*£H12C*'S)^F 
- 8 < ^ P ) 2 F + 6 ( ^ P ) ^ Q 
-85*«C*'S)^F 












4s24p^5d ( 3 p ) \ ^ 
^ 3 / 2 
**3/2 
^ S / 2 
^3/2 



























-77+14(^P )^D4-7(^ )^ D 
55+41 (^P)S 
-69«19C**D )^G-5C^5 )H 
-65-30(^P)^F 






•50«-30( ^P )^ P-15( h ) % 
•37-35(^P )*P"l'13(^ P,)^  
•6(\>)^P 
58-19(^P)^P-7(^)^ 
+6(^P ) ^ 
54.17(^P)'^F~15(^P)^ 




-79*13(^P )^P+7C4) )^ P 
82+9{'^ P)^ P 
-.86-5C''D)^ F 
-85<-7(^PA 
80«-17(^ P )S 
58 
49^4p'*6» 




^ \ ^ l / 2 





































-74* l5(^Sp) - l l (^P^) 
-100 
- 8 9 * 9 ( % ) 
-904.10(^P2) 
.3 89-l l(*'P2) 
83-»-17(^o) 
-52+17(^P )'*S-9(^P )h 
•9 (^P)1>4 .7 (^>^ 
/(^p )^p-a3(^p )*P4. i6(^ )^p 
44*33(^P f^l6{h ) S 
-6(^P)'b+6("'*D)^ 
57-18(^p)^D>13(^P)^S-9 




21-30(^P )^"H7(^P )*P 
-17(^P)^-7(^S)^P 
-38-38(^P )^S-H4(^P ) % 
• 5 ( ^ P ) ^ 
59*25(^P)^S+11(^P)*P 




**i/2 747346 CRS 
•D« A» 748649 CRS 




















































-35-29(^P J*P+23(^P y^P 
614-27(%^P*5(^P)'*D 





• 9 0 f 5 ( ^ ) ^ 
8 7 * 8 ( ^ P A 
82*8{^P)*F 





^ ContxitNitions l « s 8 than S$K arm o n i t t a d . 
GC6 - R«port«d by G W CharX«s (1950) and conf lmad by 
Chaghtal (1970) and Ekbaxg at al . (1972) 
RD - Cowan R.D. (1968) Privata Connunleatlon. 
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C - R»port«d by Chaghtai (A970) 
CE - E8tahlish«d by Chaghtai (1970) and eonfizmad by 
Btbmrq at a l . ( i972) . 
C*E « Raported by Chaghtai (i970) and confirmad by 
Ekbarg at al.(J.972); designation changed. 
B - Established by Hkbarg at a l . (1972). 
CHS • EatabLished by Chaghtai, aahimullah ar^ dhatnahad (1974). 
Appondlx I «. CLASSIFIED LINES OF NIOBIIM (Nb I I I , V and VII), 
Appendix I I - SPECTflDGHAMS. 
(Ciassifiad l inos of Nb n z » V & VZZ) 
6Ii 
> ( » ) 
257.108 





























































C l a s s i f i c a t i o n 











T?3 Aj—~4p 4cl( 
O3 A j * " - ^ - ^ S * 
^Z/2 
^5A— 
%/2 • P ^ ^ 
1)5 Aj——4p 4d5» 
n?j^/2 ^P ^^ 




S A ~ 
\ / 2 
\ / 2 ~ 
^ ^ 1 / 2 — • P ^ * ' 




P^yo"' " 4 p 4|I 
^^"^1/2 
< ^ > ^ 5 / 2 
i^>\/2 
i^>\/2 







< ^ > % / 2 
t^>S/2 














267.986 iO 373154 V 4d ^Dg/j—-4p*4d^ <^P^^a/2 
268.672 30 372201 VII 4p*4d(^P)1()3^—4p'*4f < ^ ) % / 2 
269,098 iO 3716JL2 V 4d ^^y^—-4p^4d^ ^^^^^/Z 
269,336 10 371283 V 4d ^jj/2*"—*P*^^ ^ ^ ^ % / 2 
269.514 30 371038 VII 4p^4d(^P)S7^—-4p*4f { ^ ) % / 2 
270.449 160 369755 VII 4p* ^l/i3l"~^P^'*<* <^^**l/2 "^ 
272.294 17 367250 V 4d ^ 3 ^ - — » p W {^P)%/2 
273.016 20 366279 VII 4»4p^ ^%/2-~^P*'*' ^^^^%/2 
273.675 10 365397 V 4d ^ 5 / 2 " ~ ^ P * ^ ^ < ^ ) % / 2 
273.912 120 365081 VII 4p^ ^p3/2^ 4p'*4d (^sA>5/2 ^ ^ 
274.509 130b 364287 V 4d ^3^2-—*P*^S»(^F)^F5/2 
275.928 30 362413 V ^ 5 / 2 " ^ ^ ^^ ^5/2 
276,228 80 362020 V ^ 5 / 2 ^^^^^h/2 
276.388 80 361810 VII 4p^ ^Pj^^-—4p*4(l (^)^P3/2 "^*^  
276.746 40 361342 V 4d ^n^^^-'-^p^Ad^^ih ff^^^ 
278.167 10 359496 V ^5^2 <"*F^ '^'3/2 
278.618 80 358914 V ^ 3 / 2 (^^^^^3/2 
279.224 40 358135 V ^Dj^j ^^P^%/2 
280.078 10 357044 V ^5^2 <^P)^3/2 
280.144 230b 356959 VII 4p^ ^ 3 / 2 — - * P * ^ ^^^^^H/2 ^^ 
280.663 30 356299 VII 4p'*4«l(^S)%/2""~^'P'^^P ^ ^ ^ ^ l A 
6^1 
282.380 140 
283 •27i 30 






290.460 2 0 

































4p'' ^ 1 / 2 " " ' ^ P ^ 
4d ^3 /g—-^p*4d5s 
4p^4d < ^ $ )^D3 *j—4p'*6p 
( S )T>g^  Aj-~-4p'*6p 
) 03/2'*"'^? ^^ 
4d T)3y2~-^P 4d^ 
4p^4d (^S )^D3/2-—^P^^p 
4d T ) j y 2 ' ' * * ^ P ^ ^ 
4p^4d (^P fp^^-^-Ap^f 
4 i4p Si^/j——4p 5p 
4d *P* ^P3/2-"~^P^' 











S r F 5 / 2 
' ^ > % / 2 











0 1 O 
3 p ) ^ 

















































































(h> )^ Sj|^  >2"~"^P^^P 
P3/2 ^p ^ 
S / 2 6* 
^ 5 / 2 
^ 5 / 2 
4p^4<l ( ^  )2p^^2—^p^6p 
4p* 
( ^ ) % / j j , — 4 p ' * 4 f 
P3 i2*~~^P ^ 
4p*4d(^P )%/2 '~"^P^*^ 
i^y^i/2— 
<^'S/2— 





< ^ ' ' > \ / 2 
< ^ J % / 2 
^^^>\/2 








< ^ J S / 2 
(^)S / j 
('°»^9/a 
( ^ J ^ F j ^ 
<^>S/2 
<^'\/2 
( ^ P ) ^ / ^ 
< ^ J S / 2 
MC 
eHR 























































5 2 4 
^P ^ 3 / 2 * " ' ^ ^ ' ^ 
S/2 
6 2 5 
.4«4p Sj^  Aj*""*^?^? 
4p'*4di(^ fpj^i2'^'-^p^4t 
^* Si A>——4p 4d5l 
4p^4<l ( ^  ) % / 2 — ^ P % 
<^P>S/2--
4d ^3/2'"^^^^^^ 
4p^4d (^P )'*P3/2—-*P^4f 
( ^ P ) \ / 2 - — • ? % 
4d T>gy2*~"^P^ 
*P P3/2"'~^P '•^ 
^ \/2—'^P 
4p*4d ( ^ ) ^ 3 ^2—4p'*4f 
<^P)S/2~ 
4d ^ j j ^ 7p 
4p* ^^3/2 ^^^'^ 
4p*4d ( S )%/2"'~^P**' 
) 0 3 / 2 " *p *p 




( ^ P J % / 2 
<^'S/a 
<^S)S/2 
' •^ ' ^ 3 / 2 
<^'SA 













































































^^/2 ^P ** * 
% / 2 — < 
( h) ) ^ 3 y2*~~^P^^* ^ 
<^)*V2— < 
P3/2 'P ^ ' 
fy)*Tji2—*p*'U ( 
'^"'^/a— ' 
( ' p ) % / J — 
( ^ J ^ i / 2 — < 
(^i\/2— ' 
1)3/2"'"~~4p 4d I 
i^P)\/2 *P*** 1 
i^)\/2— 
(^S)S/2— 
^ 1 / 2 — • > » * * « 
( ' P A ) 3 ^ 2 — • P ' * * * ' 
( ^ H J ^ F Q / , 
^ ' • > % / 2 
^ ) ' ^ 3 / 2 








t ' o ' % / 2 
( ' p ) % / 2 
:'p)S/2 
(^S'S/2 
( ^ ) * P 3 / 2 
('pr's^/a 
l ' 0 ' % / 2 
t ^ ' % / 2 
( ^ P ) % / 2 







G " (J 
342*581 80 291902 VII (^)^?7/2 < P^ ^ 7/2 
343.084 70 291474 VII t^P^%/2 ^^^^^^5/2 
345.816 40 289171 VII (^)%/2 ^^^^^5/2 
346.061 90 288966 VII^ 0^4 .3^ .4. 
346*161 200 288883 VII 4p* ^j^/2 ^^^^ ^^^^3/2 "^'^  
347.536 SO 287724 VII 4p'*4d{^P)%/2-*"*^P^^* <^P^%/2 
348.078 30 287292 VII (^>%/2 <^P^%/2 
348,295 40 287113 VII (^)^D3/2--— <^P^%/2 
348.371 100 287050 VII 4p^ h^^2'"''^^^^ ^^P^%/2 ^^ 
349.460 12 286156 VII 4p^4d(^)%/2-^P'^'*' ^^^\/2 
34,.»x xoo aeeoaxvn ( ^ s ) ^ - <^'S/, 
350.263 100 285S00 VII 4p* S ^ / 2 ^P"*^ ^^**^%/2 '^^ 
350.331 10 285444 V 5t ^Sj^/2~"^P^^*»^^^^*'3/2 
350.685 40 285156 VII 4p*4d(^)*Pj^/2*"'*^P^^* ^^^^^3/2 
350.843 10 285028 V 4<l ^3^2-""^P*^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 / 2 
351.463 130 284525 VII 4p* ^Pj^/2"*^P*^ ^ ^ ^ % / 2 ^ 
4p^4d (hi )2p7/2'*^P^'*^ ( ^ ^ ^ V 2 
3/2-~-^P^^ (3p)^D^/2 
352.915 20 283354 VII 4p'*4d(^P)%/2 ^^^^^ ^^^^^5/2 
353.169 8 283151 V 4d ^ 5 / 2 •P*^^ ^^^^^3/2 
351.583 70b 284428 VII ^ . 2 4 . .3 .4 









































^ 3 ••*« - J—^J 






















4p*4<i(^ )2y^ ^^ «...«4p^ 4f 
'7/2* 




^ 2 ' 




4d Uj A2**~^P ^ 
4p^4d (^ )*P^ /2*"~'*J'*'**P 






































368.788 16 271158 VII 
369,101 12 270W9 V 
270210 VII 
269758 V 












4p^4d ( ^ P )^P3yf2-—4pSp 
4d '^5/2'"*^^ ^ 
4p*4d ( % )^5/2—--»P^4f 
4d Sg/g-^^P^'W^ 
4p'*4d ( S )^F5/j-"^ A f 
































4p^4d (hi )^a9/g—^P^"*^ 
4p9 2 p ^ ^ ^ _ ^ p 4 ^ 
4 p S p ( ^ )^5/2"""'~^P'*^ 







4 p % ( ^ P )^3/2-—^P^6dl 
4p^4d(^P ) '*F^^2—-•?% 
4p^5p( h )1D3/-J—-4p^6d 













































































4p*4d (h> )^F5/2—4p'*4f (^ P )2F, 
, ( ^ ) ^ 
,-—4p^5p (^)^D 
Ad ^^3/o"'" '••6p 
4p^4d 
4p 5p 








'3/2-TP) D-a/o——4p 5p 
'6<i 
^ l U / 2 —*P^6p 
3„ \2 
3/2—~^P 6d 






^ j 4 p 
^ J S / 2 
^>S/2 
^iV^ 
% / 2 4f 
p 6p 


















^ 2 ^ 2 
^P)*G 
3 p / 











417.6X8 20 239433 VII 
418.118 10 239167 VII 
418.195 10 239123 VII 
418.240 10 239097 VII 
419.001 20 238663 VII 
419.737 20 238244 VII 
420.506 20 237809 VII 
420.906 20 237583 VII 
422.873 40 236478 VII 
423.236 17 236275 VII 
423.642 12 236048 VII 
423.752 16 235987 VII 
425.428 17 235057 VII 
425.947 10 234771 VII 
427.667 70 233827 VII 
428.019 30 233634 VII 
428.404 140b 233425 VII 
428.849 10 233182 VII 
430.983 80 232028 VII 
431.325 40 231844 VII 
4pSs(nP^)3y2 ~ ~ ^ P 6p 
4p*4d ( \ >*P5/^r—4p^5p 
( ^ ) ^ F y 2 - — 4 p V f 
4pSp(^P iiDgyj——4p*6d 
4p 5s (102)3 /2 ' '^ P ^P 
4 p S p ( \ )*P3^2"~^P^^ 
4p''4d ( S ) ^ 3 / 2 ^^^^ 
4p 5p(nD) U3i2""~~^P 78 
> {hi 
4p^4d (-4) )^P3/2 *P^*P 
4p*5»('4)2)3>5j "~~^P *P 
4p'*9p(S ) ^ 3 Aj—»p*7« 
4p*4d(3p ,=4.3/2—»p*4f 
*3/2" 




4p^5p( -4) )^D5/2"'"^P'*'''* 






^ ) \ / 2 










^ ) ^ F 
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^ ) ^ 0 




































































4p'*4d (h) )^p3y^-—•?% 
(^D)S, 
( ^ ) \ 
'3/2 
Va— 
4p'*4d (^P ) ^ 7 / 2 — 4 p S p 
< ^ > % / 2 — 
i^r 9/2' 





< ^ ^ \ / 2 — 
4p^9p( ^  fl>^^2 ^P**^ 
4p^4d ( ^ )%/2""'^P^*P 
^^^^1/2 '"*^P*'* ' 
(^)^j^/2"""^P^5P 
( 3 p ) % / 2 ~ 
4 p % ( ^ ) 2 0 ^ ^ 2 » - ^ p 4 ^ 






















3 / 2 
1/2 
3 / 2 
9 /2 
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S) UjjAj—^p 4f 
ljjj2p^ . _ 4 . 
3/2 , •"'4p 5p 






7 / 2 ' 
P^ / F*|^ »'"'"""^ p 5p 
^^^^3/2""""^^ 5p 





































































































T)) P, Aj——4p 6d l A 













•tanaan^P 4 z 
S)^p 3/2" 































3 / 2 









470.574 250 212506 VII^ 
472.482 50 211648 VII 
473.132 10 2U358 VII 
474.134 20 210911 VII 
474.380 10 210601 VII 
474.632 90 210690 VII 
476.009 100 210080 VII 
476,230 10 209983 VII 
477.145 10 209580 VII 
477.352 10 209489 VII 
477,608 30 209377 VII 
479.514 10 208544 VII 
480.246 30 208227 VII 
482.638 25 207195 VII 
484.674 10 206324 VII 
485.777 20 205856 VII 
















' ^ > % / 2 — 





^)-^F 3/2 '5p 
1 2 4 
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3p )^ p 
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( ^ ) ^ P 7 / 2 — < 
< ^ P > % / 2 — < 
<^)^D5/2-—*P'*^' 1 





('^ P )^Pg/2""'~^P^*P 
4p 5 « ( \ ) j ^ / 2 ~ 4 p % 
4 p ^ 4 d ( ^ )^P|^  i2""~^P*'** 
{h> }^Fy/2"'*^P'**P 
( ^ S ) 2 D 3 / 2 — 
4p^5p( hi )T)3/2"~~^P 6d 
4p^4d (^P ) S j^/2"~^P'*'*' 
^ ^ ^ F5/2'"""^P^*P 
4p 5p(T))T)jy2*"~^P ^ 
4p^4d ( ^ )^P3/2 •P^*' 
4p'*5p(^ ) S 3/2—^P*6d 
4p^4a(^p )^p5/j^—~4p% 
')'' 













































































































4p^4f ("4) )^P3/2—^P^6d 
4p^4a (hi 1^09 i^"—4p*5p 
1 2 
4p'*4f (T» )nD3/J—-4p 6d i 
4p*4d (h> J^Fj/g"""^?^*? < 
^P ^1/2***^*^^ 
4p 4d(^S) D3/g-—^p 5p ( 
( ^ P ) % / 2 — 1 
4pSp(^)^Pj^/2""~^P**^<* < 
4p'*4d (h> y^WyM'-^-^pSp { 
(^y^^i/^r"^^^^^ ^ 
4p^4f (^P )^F5/g—^P'*6d { 




4 p * 4 1 ( ^ ) * D 3 / 2 — • P ' * " < 
(h)\^— ( 
9d T)^ i j j—4p <W9» 1 
4p**l (^S)*D5^—4p*9p ( 









I^ -^^ Va 
:^'''%/2 





































































V 5« 3,^2""*^? 












VII ( ^ P ) S 3 ^ — 4 p ' * 4 f 
VII 4p'*5p(^/pj^^—4p'*6» 
VII 4 p S p ( h )'*b3/J—^P*6t 
V 5d ^D5/2"~^P^^58 






VII 4 p ^ 4 d ( ^ ) ^ P j ^ ^ - — 4 p \ p 
2D V 5d 
V 5p 
'5/2 
' l / 2 ' 
'4d5s 
-7« 

















% > l / 2 





















































































V n 4p'*4f(^P)^5y5j—-4p^6ci 
V 4p^5d 2 5 2 
VII 4p*4f (^  )^F7^-—4p^6d 
VII {h)H 7/2" 
VII 4p'*4d(^P)S5/2 *P 




VII 4p'*5p( "^P )'^Pj^  >2-—4p'*68 
4 2 4 
V 4p 5p Pj^  i^—4p 6d 
VII 4p*4d ( h )^P3,2—4p^5p 
VII 4pSp(^)^^y2—"^P**^ 
VII 4p'*4f(^P)*D7/2-"^P'*^ 
VII 4p^ 4d (^  )S5 Aj""~^ P^ *P 
VII 4p'*5p(^)^5^«—4p^6« 


































































































































4p*4d (^P )^D3/2—4p'^5p 
5d ^03/2—-^P^'*<*5» 
4p'*4d (^P )^P3/2—4p^Sp 
5d ^ 3 ^ 2 — 4 p ^ 4 d 5 s 
4p'*4d (^S )^Q/2"""~^P^^P 
5d ^D^y^"-^^^^^* 
4p'*4d(^P)^P3/2"'~^P^5P < 
5d ^03/2"-—^P^4d58 ( 
4p'*4f (\> )S3 /2—4p'*6d 
5d ^D3/2"~^P^'^Ss 
4p'*4f { ^ fG^s^-^^-^p^ed 1 
5d S 3 / 2 — * P ^ 4 d 5 s < 
5d S 3 / 2 ' ~ ^ P ^ ' ^ ^ s < 
4p'^4d (''p )^P 3y2"'~^P^SP < 
(^P)Ss-/2 ( 
( ^ S ) 2 u 5 / 2 — ( 
4p^5p('^P)^D3y2—^P^6» * 
4p^4d (^P )^P3/2—^P^5p { 
(3p)2p^^2— < 





[ ' p ) \ / 2 
^^P>%/2 (^ )V 
( ^ F ) % / 2 
^^^>%/2 
^ ' ^ > % / 2 










^ > \ / ^ 




734,537 10 136140 VII 
734.729 20 136105 V 4f 
735.486 210 135965 V 
7^.922 10 134967 VII 
742.904 10 134607 VII 
743.680 10 134466 VII 
744.406 10 134335 VH 
746.429 10 133971 VII 
752.150 10 132952 VII 
752.381 10 132911 VII 
752.642 10 132865 V 
753.010 80 132800 V 
763.550 10 130967 VII 
763,745 220 130934 V 
764.494 8 130805 VII 
764.902 10 130736 V 
766,742 10 130422 V 
768.177 10 130178 VII 
768,692 10 130091 VII 
770.503 10 129785 VII 
771.281 35 129654 VII 
774.019 180 129196 V 4d 






4p'*4f (hi )^Px/2"~^P^^ 
4pS«(^2^3/2 "~~^P^5p 
4 p S p ( ^ )^^f2 P^"*^ * 
6s Sj^/2""**^P^** 
4d Ug A)"—~5p 





i).a /«) 4p 4d 
1/2" 
3/2' 
5 y p.. •i4p 4d5s 
4p^4d ( ^ ) ^ , /5-—4p'*5p 
'3/2-
4 p S p ( ^ )^P5/2'"'~^P^** 
(^P)^P 3/2' 
4p^4d < ^ P )^5/2'"~^P**P 























3 / 2 
P5/2 




779.383 40 128274 VII 4p'*4f(^S)^F7/2—^p'^fid ^ ^ ° > % / 2 
780.254 J.0 i28163 VII 4 p S p ( ^P j'^Dg/j—^p'^Sd ( ^ ) % / 2 
782.296 8 127829 VII 4 p ^ 4 d ( ^ P ) ^ 3 ^ 2 — * P % ^^^^\/2 
782.976 10 127718 VII ^P*5P(^P )^Px/2 •P^** ^^^^^3/2 
783.568 10 127621 VII 4p'*4f(^S)^F5/2--4p^M ^^^^^3/2 
784.794 10 127421 VII 4pSp(^)^P^^2-"^p'*Sd (^S)%3y2 
790.458 20 126309 VII 4p'*4d (^P )S3/2-—4p'*5p ( ^ ) % / 2 
792.300 8 126215 VII 4p'^4f(^S)^F5/2—-»P^6d ( ^ S ) ^ 5 / 2 
793.788 10 125978 VII 4 p % ( ^ P ) ^ 5 ^ - « - 4 p ^ 5 d (^P)'*P3/2 
796.069 10 125617 VII V 4 d ( ^ S ) S 3 / 2 • ? % (^)^Sj^/2 
803.022 10 124530 V 6» 2g _ ^ ^ p 5 ^ 5 ^ ( ^ ) ^ i / 2 
804.546 10 124294 VII 4pSp(^P)^D5.2—^P^5<* ^^^^%/2 
807.202 10 123885 VII ( ^ )S^/2~~-^P^6» < ^ P l V 2 
808.184 10 123734 VII 4 p ' * 4 d ( ^ p f t 3 / 2 — * P % <^P)^Pl/2 
808.857 70 123631 VII 4p%(^)^D5^-—4p'^5d i^^Dyz 
809.418 10 123546 VII C^P)%/2 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 
812.967 10 123006 VII ^^^>\/2 ^^^'*P5/2 
814.929 10 122710 VII ( ^ ) \ / 2 < ^ ) % / 2 
817.231 10 122364 VII (^>^D5/2 ^^^"^^5/2 
818.607 10 122159 VII fy)^f^^^,...^p^69 fyj ^,^ 























20 X2X279 VII 
8 XX9870 VII 
XO XX86X4 VII 
XO XX6370 VII 
XO U5988 VII 
XO XX5797 VII 





8 XX4888 VII 
20 U 4 5 2 4 VII 
XO XX4X68 VII 
XO XX3260 VII 
XO XX320X VII 
2p 
F7/2 
XO XX2888 VII 
4p^5p(^P ) S 3 ^ — 4 p ' * 9 d 
ApS^i^^)^^ — 4 p ^ 5 p 
4p'*5p( ^  )'*D3/2—-•P^9d 






8 U2793 V 5d 
' °3 /2 ^44^ 
XO XX2654 VII 
XO XX2567 VII 
8 XX2245 VII 
XO XX2U6 VII 
XO XXX382 VII 
XO XX0703 VII 
4p'^4f (^S)^F7/2-—^P*^ 
4p'*5pCH3 j^Fj/2-"-^P^5d 
( hi )T)5y2"~~^P^^« 
4p^4d ( ^ P )^D3 ^2—4p^9p 















) \ 2 ' " 3 / 2 
X/2 
X3j2p 
5/2 ^P )^F 
\ ^ 5/2 

























10 U0407 VII 
30 109857 V 
20 109558 V 
8 109006 V 
10 108579 VII 
50 108193 VII 
12 107257 VII 
10 106322 VII 
10 106231 VII 
10 105790 VII 
8 105549 VII 
10 104296 VII 
8 104084 VII 
10 101424 VII 
10 101211 VII 
12 101206 VII 
8 94549,0 VII 
19 99302,9 V 
10 99007.9 VII 
10 98650.5 V 
10 98604.7 VII 
S/2 
^ 5 / 2 
{h)S 
(^)S 5/2" 




4 p S « ( T ) 2 ) 5/2""^^^*? 
4pSp(^P )'^ S3 .2—^P^Sd 
4 p S . ( \ ) 3/2—-»P^Sp 
4p%p(^p ) ^ 3 / 2 4p^5d 





' l / 2 
'5d 
4 p S p ( ^ )2FJJ^2—^p^5d 
5d 
"3/2 
4 p % ( ^ ) S 3 / 2 

































































































(^P)^S 1/2* i^pfp 3/2 
2 
3/2" -7p 
4^d^  (hfp 
2 
^i/Z""^^ **" ^ ^ ' *'3/2 
P 3/2 
VII 4pSp(^)^F5/2—-*P^S«» (^P>%/2 
V 5d 
*5/2" -7p 
-^ MM/ Xf, \ * 1 VII 4p^4frsfF 
% 
5/2 





1/2 V 5d 
V 5p ^^S/a""""* * l / 2 
V 6d S 3 / 2 — * P * ^ 5 » ( ^ ) ' * D 5 / 2 
VII 4 p S s ( ^ ^ ) j^/j-^^p"**? ^^^^^3/2 
V 6d ^j j / j^^P^^^^^^^^^^S/a 






< \ > 5/2- (^P)^S 3/2 
S3/J—4p^4d5»(^D )^B^/2 
2„ 
* l /2 • (S)S 3/2 
^^5/2 •P^-W5i(S )^D5/2 
\ / 2 — i^r '3/2 
VII 4p'*5»(^2^ 3/2"^"*?**? <^P^%/2 
VII 4p^5d ( ^ ) i t j^/2—«4p'^6p ( ^ ) ' t j^/2 
VII 4pSi(^Pj^) j ^ ^ - — 4 p % ( S ) ^ P 3 / 2 



























^Qy/a--^P^^»»<^ )^ 05/2 
S/2—•P*^ ^ (^ V^a 








1193.79 110 83766,1 V 7» ^Sj^/2"*^P*^*»^^^^D3/2 
1194.23 10 83736.0 III 4d^ ^Fy^-—4d^5p w ^Vy2 
U99.56 14 83363.9 III ^¥^^ w ^ 3 / 3 
1209.20 8 82973.8 III % / 2 " " ^ ** ^^7/2 
1207.03 10 82848.0 III ^f^.^ w ^ 3 , ^ 
1210.85 10 82586.6 III ^Fj/j""^ * ^^3/2 
1212.13 140 82499.0 V 5p P^j^ y^  5d ^ 3 . 2 
1212.58 11 82468.6 III 4d^ "^ Pj^  i^—-4dSp v ^Pi/2 
1214.50 10 82338.4 III ^F7/2 w ^Dj.j 
1215.90 12 82243.6 VII 4p'*6p(^)^3^2"~^P^''* ^ ^ © ^ 2 
1216.68 10 82190,9 III 4d^ ^^^/z'^^^^P ** ^ 1 / 2 
1221,96 100 81835.7 V 4f ^F^/j ^^g ^0^*2 
1224.02 ilO 81698.0 V ^F^/j % / 2 , 9 / 2 
1224.69 10 81696.0 III 4d^ ^Fg/j-""^^*? « ^^7/2 
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I 4p^5d (^ fp^^'-^p^ep i ^  )'*P3/2 
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VII 4p%(^)'*P^^-—4p'^7» (^P^) 1/2 
I I I 4<l^  
V 6d 
2 2 
» ' 3 / 2 — ^ ^P " • ' i /a 
l A VII 4p'*5d (^P )^p3^2"""^P^^P (^P ^ P^ 
V 5d 
I I I 4d' 
I I I 
I I I 
V 6d 
V Sd 
I I I 4d'^  
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
V 6d 
I I I 4d^ 
h/2 4^d^  (S)^P 3/2 
> 3 / 2 ~ ^ ^ ^ P y \ / 2 
y "*?! 
a ^D 
%/2 ^ *'V2 
4-, 
*3/2 y ^3/2 




^5p z ^G 
y % 







^5p w ^F 
VII 4pSp(H)%/2*""^P'*^ ^^^^^ 
VII (^)^D 









VII 4p%(^P)^D 3/2 ^. (\),;a 
V 4f 
I I I 4d' 
^5/2* 
% / 2 ~ ^ 5 p 
*5/2 


















































I I I 4d-
V 4 f 
'F7/2 ^ D5/2 
^9/2 
2 2 
^ 5 / 2 ^ ^D 
7/2 
3 /2 
VII 4p '*6p(^) ' ^P3 /2" -~^P^» ^ \ 5/2 
V 6d ^ 0 3 / 2 — * P ^ 4 d 5 « ( ^ P ) ^ 3 / 2 
I I I 4d 
I I I 
•9/2 i"" AA 5p X 7/2 
2,^ a Di 2 w F. 5/2 " '^7/2 
VII 4 p % ( ^ P ) \ / 2 — ^ p ^ 6 d ( ^ ) % / 2 
I I I 4d' 
I I I 
100 71287.0 I I I 










^ / 2 -
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2« X F 
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X \ 
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w ^p 
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4p 
^ P . irriTr-
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z F^^g ^ 
y ^^3/2 
* S /2 
2 P7/2 ^ 
( ^ ) 2 s , / 2 
« ^^^5/2 
y \/2 
2(1^ ^...-,4p*4d50(3pj p 
(j.^^——4tr5p 
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